A grand experiment: ethical responsibilities in the global rollout of COVID-19 vaccines

The unprecedented speed and scale of global rollouts of COVID-19 vaccines is playing a critical role in effectively responding to the pandemic. Decisions about global vaccine rollout have been made rapidly, informed by best available clinical research findings. What ethical responsibilities arise to monitor the safety and effectiveness of pandemic vaccines which are rolled out while still being evaluated in clinical trials? Globally, as over eight million doses of COVID-19 vaccines are received per day, what mechanisms should exist to ensure the sustained capacity to monitor and evaluate the outcomes of vaccination?
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The following questions will form the basis of the seminar’s panel discussion. Seminar attendees are invited to submit questions in advance of the seminar when they register or during the live discussion.

1) What kinds of responsibilities arise, and for whom, to evaluate vaccine safety and effectiveness during the exceptionally early public health rollout of various COVID-19 vaccines?
2) How should pandemic-burdened health systems globally prioritise vaccine rollout and monitoring? Is the existing evidence of safety and efficacy sufficient to justify rollout rates which outstrip local capacities to monitor/evaluate outcomes?
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